1. Android Mobile phone for brand (Android 4.1.2 and more)

2. The Mobile phone support OTG and UVC

3. The RAM of your mobile phone should be more than 1G.

4. If you use a OTG cable to connect the Mobile phone can read external memory (U disk, SD card...), so the phone can support OTG. Also you can inquire the manufacturer it can support OTG or not.

1. Open “Google play” on your mobile phone, and inquiry for “usb camera”.

2. Download “CameraFi” and install it to your mobile phone. There will be “CameraFi” icon on the mobile phone.

3. Connecting USB Endoscope with your mobile phone. Click “CameraFi”
4. When it display the Pop-ups as below, press "OK".

5. You can use the endoscope for your purpose now. Also you can use it to take photo and record video.

Cable diameter: 5mm
Camera diameter: 7mm
Lens length: 32mm